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Wood is an organic material that can be reproduced naturally. The wood is 
hygienic because it is easy to clean, hygroscopic because absorbs moisture, 
it is 100% biodegradable and can be easily recovered. The wood was and 

is a raw material of fundamental importance. From it we also get the paper.



 Men have always used the wood to improve their living conditions. The wood 
was the first fuel and then the first energy source from which man has 
obtained the necessary heat to keep warm, cook food and melt metals.

From the wood, man has obtained tools and components for construction.



Rilegno, which is member of the CONAI (National Consortium Packaging), is 
the National Consortium for the collection, recovery and recycling of 

packaging wood in Italy. 
Rilegno represents producers of wood packaging, suppliers of raw material for 

the production of packaging, importers of packaging material or timber. 

Rilegno has activated an effective system for the protection of the 
environment in which we live: collect and recover packaging waste wood, 

giving them a “new life”. Private citizens and companies can give the 
wood waste and bulky waste from packaging  to Rilegno collection station.



The wood waste material is collected in 
special platforms and are sent to recycling 
plants. All wood can be recycled and the 
material obtained is of  excellent quality. 
At the centers of the collected wood is 

reduced in volume, then goes to recycling 
plants, where it undergoes cleaning, and 

then it is reduced to flakes, crushed 
mechanically into small pieces called 

chips. 
Then the “cleaners” will remove the smaller 

estranged bodies (nails, pebbles, etc..) 
while others (mills ) refine it further, 

making fiber even smaller. 
The fibre passes to a dryer and then to dry 

cleaners



Incineration

     When the wood is not suitable for processing and 
recycling, is sent to waste incineration plants and is used 
to produce heat and energy just because, for its nature, 
the wood has a high calorific value. 

Landfill

     Land filling of waste arising from wood is not 
recommended because a landfill permanently occupies 
the territory and, locally, create a serious disturbance 
(odours, noise, traffic)
Landfill is a potential source of pollution because the 
biogas (methane and carbon dioxide 60% 40%) 
produced by the anaerobic degradation of organic 
matter, contributes to the greenhouse effect.
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